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CONNECTED BEGINNINGS
‘Our Children, Our Community, Our Culture, Our Collective Change’
The kutalyana Collective is a Connected Beginnings program that aims to improve Aboriginal children
aged 0-5 years’ health, educational, developmental, and social outcomes to ensure every child is ready
for the transition to school.
This Connected Beginnings program is an innovative place-based collective impact initiative that aims
to elevate the Aboriginal community’s voice, provide integrated service provision, advocate for
culturally safe and appropriate services, align early year programs to have a shared agenda and
facilitate positive actions to improve community outcomes.
Raylene Foster, the Chief Operations Officer for the Tasmanian Aboriginal Centre and Program
Manager, details the importance of Connected Beginnings for the community;

“A program like Connected Beginnings is vital to improving the whole ecosystem of service delivery for
Aboriginal children. This place-based program is essential for the successful delivery and utilisation of
mainstream programs and child health, social, educational and development needs for Aboriginal
children, to be delivered through an Aboriginal lens”.
The Connected Beginnings national program’s two streams consist of Education and Health funded
program leads. The Education lead ensures the kutalayna Collective system change teams provide the
support for the place-based indicative of implementing outcomes for Aboriginal children to access and
participate with early-year programs that will have them educationally and health ready for their first
year of school.
The kutalayna Health Service provides integrated, comprehensive, and culturally safe healthcare within
kutalayna, ensuring Aboriginal children and their family’s health and well-being are prioritised.
In the last year, from July 2021 - June 2022, over 690 Aboriginal clients were provided with optimal
primary health care at the kutalayna Health clinic, which included 165 local Aboriginal children under
five who accessed health services at least five times a year. These health services include specialist
clinics, paediatric care, audiology review, facilitation of oral health review, childhood immunisations
and 715 Aboriginal health checks.
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The kutalayana Collective has been actively participating in essential early year services to ensure
the community understands that school readiness commences pre-birth, and the journey continues
throughout their early childhood. A systems change process is to have more children attend early
learning programs in kutalayna.
Strategic work with education partners in the regions has increased children’s participation in the Child
and Family Centre and Launch into Learning Programs.
Haylee Rainbird, a proud Tasmanian Aboriginal mother, has recently begun attending kutalayna Plays
and states, “I want my son Brooklyn to have more to do with his culture, and kutalayna Plays is a
relaxed place to have discussions with other Aboriginal community members”.
The kutalayna Collective has collaborated with key partners to host many successful community
events, including Winterfest and kipli & kani for NAIDOC Week. These events promote community
cohesion, celebrate Aboriginal culture and identity, and facilitate opportunities for community
members to informally meet, connect and participate with early years’ service providers and programs
within kutalayna.
Sarah Proud, the CEO of Material Institute, a key partner for the kutalayna Collective, details the
importance of collaboration and community-driven events to foster strong connections;

“Co-designing events such as Winterfest & NAIDOC Week with the kutalayna Collective, we shine a
light on the existing beauty and the transformative power of lifelong learning - through art, music and
communal feasting.
As a member of the kutalayna Collective, the Material Institute is thoroughly committed to enhancing
access to lifelong learning for children, young people and their families in kutalayna and amplifying
opportunities that enable strong social connections and healthy lifestyles.”
Nicki Bird, an active member of the kutalayna Collective community group with local Aboriginal
children, actively volunteered to organise this community-driven event, Winterfest, and states;

“I am extremely proud of Winterfest, and any chance for my children to enjoy the company of other
children in a safe space and learn about culture from community members is an asset.”
The kutalayna Collective’s vision for the future is to ensure that our children within our community
positively identify and celebrate our Aboriginal culture to create lasting collective change for our
children’s future.
The Connected Beginnings health and education funding now go to the Tasmanian Aboriginal Centre,
an Aboriginal community-controlled organisation.

The Connected Beginnings Program demonstrates how change can be made within the new Close
the Gap partnership arrangements and how transformation can happen if everyone has the vision,
trust and commitment.
Its success is being highlighted across the country, showing how Aboriginal community control,
place-based and systems change from the Aboriginal community can be implemented.
The program’s expansion to three sites in Tasmania is a testament to the great work of the Tasmanian
Aboriginal Centre’s commitment to improving the lives of our Aboriginal children.

kutalayna Collective Social Media Pages:
kutalayna Collective Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/kutalaynaCollective/
kutalayna Collective Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/kutalayna_collective/
kutalayna Collective LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/kutalayna-collective/
kutalayna Collective Twitter: https://twitter.com/kutalayna
kutalayna Collective Website (currently being updated):
https://www.kutalaynacollective.com/
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